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Who is earthYARD?

Born in 2015, earthYARD was created to provide access to the highest
quality single origin essential oils and natual plant products.
We wanted to develop a space where customers could experience full
transparancy and authenticity on the origins of our product. We live
to serve farmers and where possible we’ll source Australian grown and
distilled product.

Where did
the organic
stuff go?

At first we were certified organic:
Our objective has always been to support local producers and to ensure that our Australian industry
makes a mark on the world stage. To back this up, we wanted to have a quality system in place which
gave customers confidence in the products they buy. Initially we went with certified organic.
What we realized was that there were many producers out there who were doing amazing things and
producing very high quality products but chose not to officially certify themselves. If we continued to
only range certified organic product we were leaving behind those producers who equally deserved
their day in the sun.
We decided to refocus our Quality Assurance efforts to maintain customer confidence, but bring to them
a complete range of quality products available. By voluntarily surrendering our organic certification, we
have been able to support all available producers and then assess them on the quality of their oil and
the quality of their production systems only.

Pure and Clean
How do you know if the product you’re buying isn’t
full of chemicals? Simple, we have proof! We’re still
sourcing our products from the very same certified
farmers and each new source that we add to our
list we conduct checks to make sure there are no
nasties.
Just right now we’re working on our very own
testing facility to ensure each new oil we bring on
is pure and clean - chemical residue free!
If you’ve been buying from us before all these
changes took place you’ll believe in the quality of
our products just as much as we do. Our quality
hasn’t changed - we’re just singing our mantra
louder.

Got questions? Email us at enquiries@earthyard.com.au

